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Pain level chart meme

From dancing kids to funny cats and political photoshops, memes are spreading all over the world. They make us laugh, think and come together. But what are memes? Evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins, known for his popular books on science and atheism, coined the term in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. The word itself is a combination of gene and Greek word to
follow, and he argued that culture is a means of transmission. Decades later, we are awash with entertaining and influential memes thanks to internet culture. The Bbc recently wrote about how memes are crucial in our daily lives, holding news, ideas and humour in one clever little package. Memes can help us relax on serious topics. They also spread like jokes to give us a
humorous point of view. Famous meme stars usually get the role unexpectedly, and like the world famous Grumpy Cat, they can capture our hearts. Yuri_Arcurs/Getty Images After adult entertainment, photos and videos of cats are the most popular content on the internet. So it's no surprise that cat memes are so popular that some entrepreneurs make them a good life. These
memes have turned into books and calendars with pictures on the day where cats give comments on their lives, which we can all relate to. Sonsedska/Getty Images CGI or a computer graphics demo called Dancing Child may have been the first widely circulated meme-style image. Short, silly or catchy clips followed, for example, one of the video blogger Gary Brolsma lip syncing
and gesticulating in front of his computer to the Romanian pop song Nouma Nouma. His production values were terrible, but the experience caught on, and through the wonders of meme-sharing, he became world famous. Vlogging has become a high-yield YouTube business for artists of all ages. Fizkes/Getty Images Text has typed more iconic photos are a meme category of
their own. The overly attached Girlfriend has crazy eyes and carries quotes like leave the light so I can watch you sleep. The success of Kid Fist-Pumps, advertising its triumphs such as buying concert tickets online. Many of these random photos - Success Kid was just one of many photos his mother posted on the photo-sharing site - have become recognizable as big brands. The
world-famous Grumpy Cat crossover, featured on many grumpy memes, also appeared on the Friskies cat food packaging. Andrew Rich/Getty Images Image caption, photoshop modifications, and lucky photos, memes have provided great political and social satire. One notable example is a photograph of British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, a close lookalike of U.S. President
Donald Trump, from whom the queen Elizabeth speaks. Signature balloon from the queen I thought you were back in America. yuliang11/Getty Images Quoting Star Wars Admiral Akbar Is a Trap! Is a popular photo comment on social social It can be used, for example, as a funny response when someone announces their plans to visit an online friend in person. Characters from
movies, television and comics can pop up in commentary streams to make a point more graphically and humorously than words alone. Albert L. Ortega/Getty ImagesCute, or Kawaii in Japanese, cartoon creatures and emoji characters from Japanese pop culture are popular memes. Hello Kitty is one of the most famous, along with Chococat and other related images. Pusheen is a
plump grey kitten who engages in everything from sleep to enjoy eating, providing meme-style comments such as the response to What Are You Up To? On the messenger app - Pusheen eating pizza speaks for itself. Even the emoji feed has become a popular online and offline meme. Poop emoji hats, T-shirts and even night light are available. Artrise/Getty Images Even
everyday photos can become memes when they accurately express a common experience. A picture that says a thousand words can now be used in email and messaging to share feelings of joy, despair, loneliness and excitement without words. When these photos are used as memes, they carry a special clarity of message, since everyone knows what a lonely guy picture
means. The same goes for particularly poignant sports photography or the expression of child happiness - the success of Kid mentioned earlier is a perfect example of that, even an un-signature. RobHowarth/Getty Images Memes do for free what companies spend millions trying to achieve: getting a message. Unsurprisingly, Frisky hired Grumpy Cat to be their spokescat, and
Kid's success appeared on billboards for Virgin Media to announce that his parents were getting HD channels at no extra cost. Dos Equis created a promotional concept with the signature of Jonathan Goldsmith as the most interesting person in the world. Presented in the form of a subtitled meme, it took off on the web with hundreds if not thousands of parodies such as I don't
always listen to the Rolling Stones, but when I do it's my neighbors. BrianAJackson/Getty Images Memes aren't just entertaining. As Richard Dawkins noted, they carry ideas and opinions in a contagious way that spreads rapidly from person to person. Social networking provides even more speed than email once did. While most memes are humorous, the meme is a means for
many other possibilities. PeopleImages/Getty Images Cholesterol is a type of fat. Your body needs it from food to function properly. However, the extra cholesterol that is not used by your body builds into the walls of blood vessels and causes blood vessel blockages. The cholesterol levels we are talking about include LDL, HDL and triglycerides. Normal blood vessel and partially
blocked Therefore, your cholesterol level is worth your attention. As you grow older, cholesterol accumulates in your body and your cholesterol levels increase. Adults in all groups have the same cholesterol chart, while children have another. The amount of cholesterol is normal for children lower than for adults. Chart of total cholesterol levels in adults and children: Your total
cholesterol level is the total amount of cholesterol in your blood. It consists of two parts: low-density lipoprotein (LDL) and high-density lipoprotein (HDL). Total Cholesterol (mg/DL) Ideal Limit High 200 201-239'Optimal Adult 240 qlt;170 170-199'gt;Child 200 Chart of LDL cholesterol in adults and children - The culprit of blocking blood vessels: LDL is also called bad cholesterol
because it causes blood vessel blockages and increases the risk of heart disease. The lower the LDL cholesterol, the better. LDL Cholesterol (mg/DL) Optimal Acceptable - Frontier High Very qlt;100 100-129 q 130-159 High Adult 190 Child - zlt;110 110-129'gt;130 - 100-129 LDL is acceptable to normal people, but can be a problem for those who have heart disease or risk factors
for cardiovascular disease. Cholesterol levels in children and adolescents HDL cholesterol diagram - good cholesterol: In the eyes of HDL doctors is a good cholesterol because it helps protect you from heart disease. The higher your HDL, the better. HDL Cholesterol (mg/DL) Risk Low Frontier Low qlt;40 41-59'Optimal Adult No 60 Chart triglycerides: Finally, total cholesterol also
includes triglycerides. Triglycerides is another type of fat that can build up in the body. For example, high triglycerides and low HDL levels increase the risk of heart disease. Triglycerides (mg/dL) Risk Low Softly High Very High qlt;150 150-199 q 200-499'Adult 500 Actually, by taking care of your cholesterol level, you prevent possible blockages of blood vessels and works for your
own health and the randomness of your family. Keep working! Try exercise. Related frequently asked questions: Twinlab Cholesterol Success - Does It Work? Cholesterol Test - Things you need to know whether high blood pressure means too much blood? Content is not intended to replace professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Always seek advice from your
doctor or other qualified doctor with any health issues you may have. The Dow Jones Industrial Average is a blue-chip index of leading shares. Calling him a representative of the industrial sector, however, is a stretch. With strong weighing of technology, finance and retail stocks, the Dow's actual performance compared to cleaner industrial sector measures obscures the fact that
the sector is hurting. While the Dow was able to From its summer sell-off to trading back in the early 2015 trading range, Select Sector SPDR Industrial Exchange Fund (ticker: XLI) could not do the same. Indeed, the ETF failed when it approached its old range and was falling to its old range. (see chart 1). The Illinois Tool Works And even this industrial representative has been
skewed by the strong performance of its heavy weighted component, General Electric (GE). GE shares had a good year, rising about 20% against the flat market. The company accounts for more than 11% of ETFs, so the industrial history is actually worse than XLI performance would suggest. For example, the second most weighted stock in the ETF, as well as a member of the
Dow, 3M (MMM), broke down strongly on December 15 after the company lowered its guidance for 2015 and offered a more unusual forecast for 2016. Stocks shed 6% that day even when the Dow was up (see chart 2). Not only did 3M not only break in stocks, or jump lower, it broke short-term support and moved firmly below both its 50- and 200-day averages. Technically, it was
a bad day and the stock continued to lose ground; largely ignoring the market's short-term fascination with the Fed's first interest rate hike in nearly a decade. Fundamental analysis goes beyond this article, but it's worth noting that a rate hike is seen as pushing the dollar higher, causing pain in companies trying to sell goods abroad. Another industrial in the Dow, Boeing (BA),
waited until Friday to break down similarly. But fellow Dow Industrial United Technologies (UTX) has been in the real bear market since February (see chart 3). There is no doubt about the trend, which has been confirmed by technical indicators ranging from moving averages to momentum to cumulative volume. What can be hidden from view is the fact that the industrial sector
includes transport stocks that are in their own sharp decline. I panned the sector here earlier this month, suggesting that this was bad news for the market and the economy (see Getting Technical, How Transport Stocks Flail, Broad Market May Suffer, December 9). The Dow Jones Transportation Average, down about 20% for the year, is now trading at levels that were last seen in
April 2014. Even FedEx (FDX), which jumped last week on profit and a good holiday season forecast, continues to slide. Despite good fundamentals, stocks have already wiped out much of last week's gains. It's not hard to find industrial stocks outside the transportation sector that are also sporting bear market returns. What's more troubling is that some of the best performers
now look downwards. For example, small tool and diagnostic equipment maker Snap-On, (SNA) have enjoyed a bullish market gaining about 22% this year and is 250% over the past four years in a sport of very clear bearish discrepancies between (see chart 4). Snap-On It set a new record earlier this month above its previous peak in August. However, it could not resist and has
now fallen below this level. It also dipped lower trend growth from the September low correction. There is enough space on the charts to correct perhaps 10%, without breaking the long-term bullish trend. Even stocks with good foundations - and Barron's writer Sandra Ward sees up for Snap-in stock - can get ahead of itself, leading to corrections or even a few fixes. The Illinois
Tool Works (ITW) has declined slightly over the year, but money has been running for months according to the balance sheet (see chart 5). More stocks are falling in the fall than at the weekend, suggesting supply is hitting demand. Illinois tool works here, too, short-term growth trends from summer lows are disrupted downwards and momentum readings indicate further weakness
ahead. However, unlike Snap-On, the big picture is not great. The main trend since 2011 is also broken downwards, so this stock may not be cheap on the charts, even if it falls to September levels. The industrial sector offers more evidence that the stock market rally is narrow and that the average stock by many definitions is already in decline. Investors should pay attention to the
charts because the decent performance of the Dow and other major stock indices may just be a smokescreen. Getting a technical Mailbag: Send your questions on technical analysis to us online.editors@barrons.com. We will cover as much as we can, but please remember that we cannot give investment advice. Michael Kahn, a longtime Barrons.com columnist, commented on
the technical analysis in www.twitter.com/mnkahn. A former chief technical analyst at BridgeNews and a former director of the Association of Market Technicians, Kahn has written three books on technical analysis. Comments? Email us in online.editors@barrons.com online.editors@barrons.com
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